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1. Brief 

1.1. Background 
 A claim has been made against the owners of the domain Socats.co.uk suggesting that they are using illegal 

methods to improve the ranking of their website domain in search engine result pages.  

1.2. Request 

 To explain the process of back linking,  

 To discuss the effect of backlinks on search engine results, 

 Show that an unrelated third party can generate backlinks. 
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2. Back linking 
 Back linking is a method used by Search Engine Optimisers (SEOs) to improve their webpages visibility to 

users. 

 Commonly a search engine will ascribe a value to a web page so that it can assess that page’s importance 

and so position it in a search engine results page (SERP). In the case of Google this is known as the page’s 

PageRank. A page with a high PageRank will appear higher up in a results page than one with a lower 

PageRank.  

 Search engines use many metrics to calculate such values, one of these metrics is how many pages are 

linking to a page. This is known as a back link.  

 The efficacy of backlinks is questionable. Whilst SEO’s frequently recommend such techniques, (backed with 

empirical data), Google, for example, claims to be reducing reliance on such methods and goes to great 

lengths to monitor and limit abuse of the system.  

 The Google Search Console Help pages has the following text regarding ‘Link Schemes’, such as those 

available from the Sape.ru website: 

Link schemes 

Any links intended to manipulate PageRank or a site's ranking in Google search results may be 
considered part of a link scheme and a violation of Google’s Webmaster Guidelines. This includes 
any behavior that manipulates links to your site or outgoing links from your site. 

The following are examples of link schemes which can negatively impact a site's ranking in search 
results: 

 Buying or selling links that pass PageRank. This includes exchanging money for links, or 
posts that contain links; exchanging goods or services for links; or sending someone a “free” 
product in exchange for them writing about it and including a link. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/35769
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank
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3. SAPE.RU 
 SAPE.RU is a website that sells backlinks that it claims will increase a web page’s PageRank.  

 An account was created on the service to demonstrate that an unrelated third party can create backlinks to 

a domain without the authorisation of the owner of that domain.  

 A ‘disposable’ email address was created and the account created: 

 
 

 No details were required, other than email address and password, to create the account. Further no email 

verification email was required. For security an optional phone number is requested: 

 

 The system works using ‘projects’, a project requires a domain to be set as part of a three step process.  
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3.1. Step 1. Add URL of the promoted site 
  AS a demonstration ‘SOCATS.CO.UK’ was chosen as the target domain. Backlinks are to be created in 

websites provided by the Sape service that point to this domain: 

 

 When Next is clicked, no request is made to verify ownership of the domain.  
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3.2. Step 2: Add links text 
 This page sets what keyword are to be placed with the links: 
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3.3. Step 3. Search sites for links purchases 
 This stage allows the user to search for and limit which domains are to be selected for domains. These can 

be based on a number of factors including PageRank, age of domain and domain zone.  

 

 In this test I chose to limit the search to pages with domain names ending with UK (e.g. thejackdaw.co.uk).  
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 Searching with these parameters resulted in the following 363 sites being presented for selection as backlink 

hosts: 

 

 Pages can be selected individually or en-masse.  

 

 Clicking ‘Buy’ completes setting up the project and the following pop up is shown: 
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 Again this information is not verified. 

 Back links must be paid for in advance (unless an invoicing account is agreed), the following pop up asks 

the user to deposit money. 
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 Returning to the main page shows the project has been set up and is ready for use: 

 

 At no point in the process, up to payment, is user identity verified. At no point is ownership of the domain 

verified. 
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3.4. Inserted Links 
 The following domain was chosen for further testing. I viewed this domain outside Sape.  

 

 

 The source code for this page was inspected and the following code was identified. This is the same code 

identified by the complainant in other websites. 

 

 Further domains were selected and were found to show the same code. 
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4. Company Profile 
 CCL is the UK’s largest digital forensics laboratory and a leading provider of Digital Forensics, e-Disclosure, 

and IT consultancy services. From our beginnings as an independent IT consultancy in 1986, we have 

completed 2,000+ engagements and grown through market demand to: 

 develop and further our digital forensic services  

 embrace the advances in new technology with internal R&D 

 handle large volumes of multi-channel digital evidence 

 provide a training academy to develop IT forensic and cyber awareness skills  

 From our head office in Stratford-upon-Avon we provide digital forensics services to a broad range of 

organisations, from law enforcement agencies and civil and criminal law firms, to corporate and private 

clients; we have completed more than 80,000 cases since 2001. We offer detailed forensic support using 

standard commercial forensic tools but excel in situations that require more complex forensic capabilities 

and our broad experience. Together with our strong R&D capability we are able to easily extract and analyse 

data from the most obscure and unsupported technology and apps. 

 CCL’s e-disclosure and data collection services are underpinned by over a decade of experience in digital 

forensics. A forensic approach to e-disclosure ensures that crucial data is not overlooked and that evidence 

is defensible in court. It also ensures that metadata is preserved, which can prove critical to subsequent 

processing, indexing, and the timeline production of data during review. 

Our services are methodology and governance driven to comply with our quality and compliance standards: 

ISO17025, ISO27001, and ISO9001. 

END OF REPORT 


